
HOWARD Wireless Presentation Solution

• Adjustable mobile desktop that can be presented in either a 48” or 

60” wide version. Spectrum provides a solid base with a motorized, 

height-adjustable station on casters that can be set up anywhere in the 

room. It can be configured for use in either a sitting or standing position. 

• A Viewsonic, 24” interactive flat panel monitor not only allows a large 

personal monitor for the instructor, but it also brings complete 

interactivity to the classroom displayed on whatever device fits each 

room’s needs best. Instructors no longer have to be positioned in front 

of the classroom, facing away students, to annotate and present. 

HOWARD can accommodate even the largest display requirements. 

• Paired with an impressive document camera, such as the Lumens 

Ladibug, we can demonstrate any physical media, transforming it into 

digital format for everyone to see. Additionally, annotation capability 

allows for marking over an image.

• The Mersive Solstice pod provides a flawless broadcasting solution 

over the existing wireless network and can bring a completely 

collaborative environment into the classroom. Students may share 

wirelessly, too, if the instructor chooses to allow that functionality. 

• By incorporating Yamaha’s video conferencing sound bar, we are able 

to accommodate small to medium sized rooms. The Yamaha sound 

bar gives us not only playback for media from the system, but also 

beam-forming microphones that provide great coverage for conference 

and classrooms.  It also offers a front-firing video camera with a wide 

viewing angle for maximum participation. 

• A small form factor computer, such as the Lenovo Nano, provides the 

system with a powerful central brain, allowing the system to perform at 

whatever specs required.
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Responding to the demanding requirements of classroom technology today, including the ability to bring technology to a large group, 

either locally or virtually, Howard set out to build a solution that was simple and versatile enough for almost any environment.

Our Wireless Presentation Solution gives you a semi-mobile solution for almost any room configuration. This wireless solution enables 

you to integrate as much technology as desired into the classroom. By joining forces with a few of our best manufacturing partners, 

Howard has designed a package that is completely flexible and expandable—one that fits almost any room imaginable.
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HOWARD Wireless Presentation Solution
(Flexible and Expandable Classroom Tech)

Lumens DC125 
Document Camera

Mersive Solstice Pod
Gen3 SGE

Tripp Lite Protect It! 
7-Outlet Surge Protector

Viewsonic MyViewboard
Software License

Yamaha Wireless 
Extension Microphone Kit

StarTech.com 6ft USB 
Printer Cable USB 2.0

Spectrum Pivot Premier
Instructor Station

VIewsonic IFP2410 
Viewboard Mini

Yamaha CS-700AV-NA 
Video Sound System

Chief STS1 Series Stand 
for LCD Displays

Lenovo ThinkCentre 
M75N Nano

Mersive Solstice Pod
Gen3 Power Supply

Tripp Lite High Speed 
HDMI Cable Audio UHD
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NEC C651Q 65” Diagonal
Class C Series LED Display

Viewsonic TD2455 24” 
LED Touchscreen Monitor

Logitech Wireless Touch 
Keyboard K400 Plus

Chief Large Flat Panel 
Mobile Cart Stand

Panasonic PT-VMZ50U 
3LCD Projector
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